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© MYWEBSPORT
Marco Zanetti can provide online training sessions with MYWEBSPORT
BOLZANO - World class player Marco Zanetti is a new member of MYWEBSPORT from now on. The
inventors of the unique online training system are proud that the Italian now also uses the modern
technology. The double world champion is the sixteenth in row who takes part in the MYWEBSPORT
system, that is used worldwide now in seven countries.
Marco Zanetti is a world star who's already playing for a quarter century on top. Despite his huge series of
successes, he still always has the passion and the inspiration to further developing. He has shown his great
quality last year, when Marco was almost unbeatable for several months.
Zanetti performs in several national competitions, plays the World Cups, the international championships,
many invitation tournaments around the world and provides training sessions, also worldwide.
He doesn't even know probably how many miles he's travelling each year for his sport, by car, by train or
plane.
As a world-class player, he will continue to travel a lot in the future. But maybe he will get some more
time for his family, now he can give training sessions online with MYWEBSPORT. People who want to
work with him as a coach, need to install the MYWEBSPORT system in their club or house.
In Colombia, for example, Marco is an idol, a superstar. Very soon the Colombian talents can also work
with him on MYWEBSPORT.
If Marco Zanetti also wants to participate in the tournament MYWEBSPORT WOLRD Association
(MWA), it will be a major challenge for the other participants.
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